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SCHROEDER BIOFUELS LAUNCHES TWO NEW COLDCLEAR™ SIZES
Leetsdale, PA – Schroeder Biofuels, a recognized leader in filtration and separations products
for the biodiesel industry, is pleased to announce the release of two new product sizes for
ColdClear™, the first multistage treatment system for solving the cold soak dilemma in biodiesel
and biodiesel blends. After some great success with the 5gpm, BCC100 ColdClear™ unit,
Schroeder recognized the need for a 15 gpm unit, BCC300, and a 45 gpm unit, BCC900. Both of
the new sizes are built on the same foundation of the original ColdClear™ unit. With the
introduction of these new sizes, ColdClear™ can now be implemented in larger plants and diesel
fuel distribution centers. “The release of these new ColdClear™ sizes now provides us with the
flexibility to meet the needs of customers with much higher flow rates”, says Jonathan Dugan,
BioFuels Product Manager at Schroeder.
ColdClear™ is a new proprietary multi-stage separation technology designed specifically to
ensure that biodiesel products conform to the new ASTM D6751 Standard for cold flow
properties, effective October 1, 2009. ColdClear™ developed by Schroeder BioFuels is a patent
pending technology that ensures that any potential factors that would initiate crystallization or
plugging are dramatically reduced. ColdClear™ is effective for B100 and a range of diesel
blends meaning that producers, distributors, or even fleet consumers of biodiesel blends can use
it.
ColdClear™ is only available through the Schroeder Biofuels network of authorized distributors
and representatives. For a complete list of ColdClear™ authorized distributors, visit
http://www.schroederbiofuels.com/dsign.php.
About Schroeder Industries

Schroeder Industries designs, manufactures and markets filtration products for the hydraulic, biofuel
and processing industries. Schroeder is a leader in filtration and fluid conditioning. Their expertise in
filtration technology, superior filter and element manufacturing capabilities, dedication to customer
service, and product support are the reasons Schroeder is considered “The Filter Company.”
For further information about Schroeder Industries and its products, call 724-318-1100 or visit
www.schroederbiofuels.com.

